INTRODUCTION
============

To understand the complex system of life it is required to investigate the characteristics of biomolecular network consisting of not only proteins or nucleic acids but also small chemical compounds ([@B1],[@B2]). In spite of a number of sequence comparison servers, there are few servers to compare chemical structures for metabolic pathway analyses. In addition, almost all servers for chemical structure comparisons commonly use the bit-string method ([@B3]), and there had been no server based on the graph comparison method, which is considered more accurate. In this context, we have developed two types of chemical structure search servers as parts of the GenomeNet computation services, aiming at the better comprehension of the relationship between genomic and chemical implications of metabolic pathways. One is the SIMCOMP ([@B4],[@B5]) server for the chemical similarity search and the other is the SUBCOMP for the chemical substructure search, where both servers provide links to the KEGG PATHWAY and BRITE databases ([@B6]). SIMCOMP (SIMilar COMPound) has originally been developed as a graph-based method for comparing chemical structures, which searches for the maximal cliques in the association graph as the maximum common induced subgraph (MCIS). However, the current version of SIMCOMP can also compute the maximum common edge subgraph (MCES), which is faster because of the small number of nodes in an association graph. Moreover, we have now added further computation features to SIMCOMP, including chirality check and PATHWAY/BRITE mapping. In contrast, SUBCOMP (SUBstructure matching of COMPounds) is an extended method based on the bit-vector representation for searching chemical substructures, which is often used as a rapid alternative to more time-consuming (but more accurate) SIMCOMP.

The notable features of the SIMCOMP and SUBCOMP servers are as follows: (i) After obtaining the list of similar compounds, users can map the selected entries onto the KEGG PATHWAY or KEGG BRITE databases. This feature may help us to investigate biological roles of those chemical compounds as well as a query compound. (ii) Both SIMCOMP and SUBCOMP can discriminate the isomeric structures, including the *R−/S−* chirality found at asymmetrical carbons and the *cis--trans* isomerism around the carbon--carbon double bonds. (iii) Various matching conditions are now available in the SUBCOMP computation. 'Charge' and 'Valence' options will distinguish ionized atoms from normal atoms and the valence of each atom, in other words, the oxidation state of each atom, respectively. 'Coordinate bond' option can be used to consider the coordinate bond formed between anion--cation single bond. (iv) The superstructure search is also available for searching chemical compounds that are included in the query structure, in the SUBCOMP.

With these characteristic features, both structure search servers can provide the way of the biochemical analyses on the metabolic networks for chemical compounds including bioactive natural products and drugs. The results of mapping onto PATHWAY or BRITE databases may indicate which biological functions are involved in the selected chemicals.

IMPLEMENTATION AND USAGE
========================

Common features
---------------

### Query structure

A query compound structure can be one of the following four formats: (i) an MDL mol file ([@B7]) saved on the local machine, (ii) direct input of MDL mol format into the textarea, (iii) SMILES representation ([@B8]) and (iv) an entry identifier, C or D number, of KEGG COMPOUND or DRUG databases ([@B9]). In case of the query structure specified by C or D number or in the MDL mol format, the user can preview the query structure on screen before an actual computation, otherwise no preview functionality is provided since there is no information about *x--y* coordinates. The SIMCOMP server converts the input chemical structure into the KEGG Chemical Function (KCF) format internally, which is one of the most prominent heuristics. In the KCF format, all atoms are represented as the KEGG Atom Types, which are based on the concept of functional groups in organic chemistry, and 68 atom types (vertex types) have been defined for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus and other atomic species with different environments ([@B4],[@B5]).

The user can easily change the computation algorithm between SIMCOMP and SUBCOMP by clicking the tabs on the top of the query form.

### Target databases

The current target database is one of the following four databases: (i) KEGG COMPOUND for chemical compounds in metabolic pathways and other biologically related compounds, (ii) KEGG DRUG for the approved drug structures, (iii) KNApSAcK for chemical compounds mainly from secondary metabolisms ([@B10]) and (iv) KEGG REACTION for chemical compounds in enzyme-catalyzed and spontaneous reactions in biological systems ([@B9]).

### Output of computation

After calculations, both servers will output the list of database entries similar to (SIMCOMP) or having the same substructures with (SUBCOMP) the query structure. The information of atom alignments to the query structure is provided to each database entry. The similarity between the query and the database entry can be estimated by the number of matched atoms against the total number of matched and unmatched atoms from the atom alignment. Consequently, the definition of similarity scores between two chemical graphs can be formulated in the similar manner of Tanimoto coefficient between two bit-represented vectors, which has been used as one of the most famous and succeeded proximities in the chemical structure search systems ([@B3],[@B11]). The database entries are listed in descending order of similarity scores by default ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1.The examples of an input query and computation results. The upper section is the input query 'C05431' (neurosporene), which is a precursor of lycopene, and the lower section is the computation results by SIMCOMP for the COMPOUND database with the 'global search' option.

### Chiral check

The chirality difference between query compound and database entry is tested when the chirality information is properly given. Here, the *R−/S−* chirality of asymmetric carbons can be designated as the up or down arrows on the 2D graph, and the *cis−/trans−* chirality around the carbon--carbon double bond should be described with correct *x--y* coordinates on 2D plane. When the chirality difference is detected, the resulting similarity scores will be recalculated by penalizing each difference by 0.1 atom match to distinguish the isomers.

### Mapping to KEGG PATHWAY and BRITE

After obtaining the search result against KEGG databases (COMPOUND, DRUG and REACTION), the user can further map the selected entries onto the KEGG PATHWAY or KEGG BRITE databases by choosing 'Map to Pathway' or 'Map to BRITE' from the 'Select operation' menu, respectively. When mapping onto PATHWAY or BRITE database, the related pathway maps or BRITE hierarchies that contain at least one of the selected entries are listed with links to the actual pathway maps or BRITE entries. The selected chemical compounds are emphasized with color and [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows an example where the compounds are indicated by red circles. Figure 2.The example of the further mapping onto metabolic pathways. An area, where the compounds similar with C05431 (neurosporene) have been frequently found, can be easily detected by the red colored compounds (indicated by the dashed line in this figure). This means that a neurosporene and its derivatives are likely to be located around the gateway of the 'Carotenoid biosynthesis' pathway (map00906). Actually, they are important intermediates for generating carotenoids.

SIMCOMP-specific features
-------------------------

The computation of SIMCOMP is based on the efficient algorithm to find the maximum common substructures between two given chemical structures represented as 2D graphs consisting of atoms as vertices and covalent bonds as edges. The algorithm is implemented by the program finding the maximal cliques in the association graph of two graphs as the MCIS or as the MCES. SIMCOMP adopts several heuristics to decrease the computation difficulty of clique finding as well as to increase the chance of biologically meaningful matches by using KEGG Atom Types. The user can choose these heuristics from the advanced options.

### Advanced options

The user can select the method to make the association graph, that is, the atom-based approach (MCIS) or the bond-based approach (MCES). MCES checks all possibilities of matching four atoms connected by each bond. This means that the MCES is stricter than MCIS, resulting in the smaller association graph and the faster clique finding. In usual cases, MCES is about tenth faster than MCIS. However, MCES does not produce a result with only one atom match.

The user can also select the post-processing treatment to make a full alignment (maximal common subgraphs) from several simply connected common subgraphs (SCCSs). The option 'for the largest SCCS' only keeps the largest SCCS and extends it. Another option 'for all SCCSs' keeps all SCCSs and tries to connect them.

The node conditions of making the association graph and of extending the SCCSs can be controlled by selecting one of three levels: (i) the atom species like 'C', (ii) the class of KEGG Atom Types, like 'C1′ or (iii) the whole notation of KEGG Atom Types, like 'C1a'.

To simplify the setting of the above various search conditions, we provide the two major search settings as Global and Local search for capturing the global tendency of chemical similarity and the local structural matching, respectively.

SUBCOMP-specific features
-------------------------

The SUBCOMP is a novel algorithm for solving the subgraph isomorphism problem by extending Ullmann's algorithm ([@B12]), which tries to assign every possible node of the query graph to each node of the target graph by recursively generating a match matrix. A technique called *refinement* is adopted in every recursion step in order to reduce the number of matching candidates. In the *refinement* step, the validity of match matrices can be checked using bitwise operations, in which 64 atoms can be checked simultaneously with 64-bit microprocessors. This means the *refinement* technique is very fast and appropriate for usual microprocessors. In our implementation of SUBCOMP, we have further optimized the *refinement* step in Ullmann's algorithm by compiling and storing adjacency matrices of target molecules as the bit-vector database. This greatly decreased the computational time of the database search. In comparison with other algorithms ([@B13; @B14; @B15; @B16]) such as Vento-Foggia (VF) algorithm ([@B17]), the bitwise operations of the SUBCOMP or the Ullmann's algorithm may work efficiently for searching the graphs having relatively small number of nodes (such as chemical compound graphs). Although the VF algorithm will be still more efficient for very large graphs, we have chosen the Ullmann's algorithm based method in the current implementation, because most compounds are relatively small and the implementation is very easy.

Consequently, the computation time is about a few seconds on our server for the queries in the size of actual metabolites found in KEGG. Hence, SUBCOMP can be a faster alternative to more time-consuming (but more accurate) SIMCOMP for searching similar chemical structures. The limitation of the SUBCOMP is that the algorithm only checks whether the whole atoms and bonds of the query graph are included within the target graph or not, in contrast to finding the maximal common subgraph between two graphs. This indicates that the similarity scores of computation results do not mean the similarities of whole chemical structures but the partial contribution of substructures. The current version of SUBCOMP can identify the database entries containing substructures that match the entire query compound and/or the database compounds that match any substructure of the query compound.

### Advanced options

When encoding the bit-vector representation for each atom, the SUBCOMP can incorporate the following three atom conditions: ionization, valence and coordinate bond. For the ionization of atoms, sometimes the oxygen of a hydroxyl group ('OH') is described as the anion like 'O^−^' for the scientific strictness of molecular representations. In this case, the usual algorithm will be failed to compare these two oxygens, because of the existence of a hydrogen atom or a related bond. Moreover, the user may want to distinguish the valence or the oxidation state of each atom. For instance, in the case of sulfur atoms, the different valences in H~2~SO~4~ (+6) and H~2~S (−2) should be distinguished from the viewpoint of searching more biochemically meaningful substructures. The coordinate bond will also be considered when there is a single covalent bond between anion and cation atoms. In this case, such a bond can be aligned with a normal double bond.

Since the size of the bits-vectors used in the advanced options is the same as those for the default parameters, the computation speed does not change.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

We have developed two types of chemical structure search servers; one is the similarity search server and another is the subgraph search, which is much faster than the former one. Both servers can provide the opportunity to investigate the detailed chemical features, including chirality and other physicochemical properties. A current limitation is the handling of R-group representation. Because many databases do not distinguish R-group representations for aromatic and aliphatic groups, SIMCOMP and SUBCOMP cannot distinguish them. The different scoring system for such R groups from other atoms would improve the system.

SIMCOMP and SUBCOMP should have an advantage in the further comprehension of the biological functions of chemical compounds, which may be inferred from two types of mapping. The mapping results to metabolic networks indicate the biological significance of chemical structures as a part of successive reaction pathways, and the results of mapping to BRITE hierarchies may designate the classes of biological roles in each functional hierarchy. This may be helpful to grasp the biological meanings of the set of similar chemical compounds in the life system from the genomic viewpoint, because we can easily correlate the chemical compounds on the pathway map and related enzyme genes on the same pathway using the mapping result. Further implementation such as the comprehensive similarity search and pathway mapping using metabolome data as queries may be one of the most significant goals that should be achieved in the future.

Another possible extension is the matching problem between the ligand and the protein structure. This problem has been well described as the ligand docking for many years, where the structural complementarities between the ligand structure and the protein surface asperity are considered using the actual 3D coordinates. Our matching method does not require any 3D information on every compound, but we need only the topology of compound structures, which might be a big hurdle for the purpose of the docking simulation. However, when we can extract the information on the preferable interaction between each ligand atom and each protein atom from the 3D complex structures, we may give appropriate matching scores to each atom--atom matching between the ligand and the protein and then obtain the plausible docking configurations by the 2D graph matching.

AVAILABILITY
============

The current version of both servers has been available since 1 April 2009. The program package including the stand-alone versions of SIMCOMP and SUBCOMP as well as other related programs will be also available soon at the GenomeNet (<http://www.genome.jp/>).
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